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Today’s Session

• An Australian HE context

• Background to the project: Exploring 

first-in-family students – the who, the 

why and what participants said? 

• Capitals and Capabilities 

• Family Capital and Student Capabilities

• Maximising Experiential Capital

• So what…?
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A snapshot of Australian students
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Images derived from Universities Australia: Data Snapshot 2017



Increases in diversity – but not parity

Images derived from Universities Australia: Data Snapshot 2017. 
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Background: Who are first in family 
students?
1. Approximately 51% of university students in Australia can be 

defined as first-in-family backgrounds (based on parental 

educational levels) which is close to the OECD mean average 

of 53% (OECD, 2013) – in England / Wales = 49% (Orr, Gwosć, & 

Netz, 2011)

2. This is a cohort that is intersected by a variety of 

demographics (as indicated by the students themselves)

3. This student cohort reported as not achieving to the same 

level academically compared to peers

4. Within Australia,  26% of first in family students are reported 

as considering leaving university in the first year of university 

study, a figure that increases to 34% for later year students 

(Coates & Ransom, 2011).
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Definition
For the purposes of this 
research, first in family 
status has been defined 
as: 

no-one in the immediate 
family of origin including 

siblings, children, 
partners or parents 
having previously 
attended a higher 

education institution or 
having completed a 
university degree.
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Why are first-in-family students 
regarded as being ‘at-risk’? 

Educational 
Memory
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Mature age students in Australia

• Nationally nearly 40% of students are over 25 years but in some 
institutions this percentage is much higher

• Increasing numbers of older students attending but this cohort still 
depicted in terms of a  ‘narrative of disadvantage’ (Woodfield 2011, p. 
410).

• Students older than 25 years are three times more likely to ‘drop out’ 
in their first year of study compared to school leaver counterparts 
(Burke, 2017)
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The ‘invisible’ older student
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The ‘invisible’ older student… 
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The data 
• Survey and interview 

methodology

• Interviews with students (n=90) 
combined with a family (40) & 
student survey (89)

• This data was derived from three 
related studies (ESDF, 2013; URC 
2014-2015; ARC DP, 2016-2019)

• Inclusion of family members –
looking at this return from the 
perspective of the student and 
their family members
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The focus in this presentation

• A strengths based understanding of how older 

learners enact persistence in HE

• Consider the interactions that occur between 

students’ existing capitals and capabilities 

• Move beyond this ‘narrative of disadvantage’ by 

valuing and recognising the capitals that older  

students bring with them to the university 

environment
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Walking with Bourdieu and Sen…

• Drawing upon the work of Bourdieu by combining Yosso’s
(2005) understanding of cultural capital with Sen’s Capability 
Approach 

• Yosso (2005) builds upon traditional interpretations of 
Bourdieu’s work in order to better understand the intersection 
of individual and institutional capital. 

Traditional Bourdieuian cultural capital theory…place[s] value on a 
very narrow range of assets and characteristics. 

(Yosso, 2005, p.77).

• Not discrediting Bourdieu but rather ‘thinking with and beyond 
Bourdieu’ (Bathmaker, 2014, p62)
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Community 
Cultural 
Wealth 

Aspirational 
Capital

Familial 
Capital

Resistant 
Capital

Linguistic 
Capital

Navigational 
Capital

Social 
Capital

Yosso’s Community Cultural 
Wealth Framework (2005)
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Aspirational capital: individual’s ability to ‘maintain hope and 
dreams for the future’ despite ‘real and perceived’ obstacles 
(p.77) –this involves ‘nurturing a culture of possibility’ (p.78). 

Resistance capital: values and dispositions used to inform 
oppositional behaviours.

Linguistic capital recognises the strengths of communication 
skills including story telling, bilingualism and the ‘ability to 
communicate via visual art, music or poetry’ (p.79). 

Navigational capital: assists movement through social 
institutions and is premised upon both ‘individual agency’ and 
‘social networks’.

Social capital: refers to networks that surround people providing 
both embodied and practical support. 

Familial capital: recognises those ‘cultural knowledges nurtured 
among familial (kin)’ (p.79), this includes ‘extended’ family and 
friends.
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Applying CCW to this research

CCW allowed me to:
• Deeply explore the ‘voices’ of this older cohort 

of FiF students.

• Think ‘differently’ about first-in-family student 
experience and to interrogate data in terms of 
what first-in-family individuals bring to the 
university environment and how these types of 
capitals potentially enable them to enact 
success. 

• ‘Think alongside’ the data and identify gaps or 
‘silences’ in this framework
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Applying Capability Theory

• Focus on the individual and the ‘substantive freedoms’ (or 
capabilities) that enable individuals to achieve what they 
value (Sen, 1999, p87). 

• Applied to WP, the Capability Approach looks beyond 
‘access’ to university forcing us to consider each person’s 
capability to function equally in this environment, in other 
words their ability to not only access but also participate 
and succeed. 

“It is important to give simultaneous recognition to the 
centrality of individual freedom and to the force of social 
influences on the extent and reach of individual freedom.” 

(Sen, 1999, pxii) 
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Combining Cultural Capitals and 
Capabilities 
Broadly, these can be regarded as complementary:

- Sen’s capability approach recognises individuals 
as diverse and complex entities rather than 
making generalized assumptions about access to 
resources or ability to act on these.

- But it has been suggested that the role of culture 
has been overlooked (Bowman, 2010) in this 
enactment of life choices and actions

19
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So…

Combining Capabilities with 
understandings from capital theory 
enables a much richer understanding of 
how individuals activate ‘conversion 
factors’ that provide the capability to 
both aspire and also succeed at 
university. 

20

Dual Focus: Exploring both what individuals 
‘actually do’ (the capabilities and freedoms 
they are able to access) but also recognise
how access is impacted  by other 
fundamental but often invisible factors 
(social, economic and cultural structures)
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How this data spoke to “silences” 

• The emotionality of this return 

• Powerful intergenerational implications

• The importance of family capital 

• Experiential capitals that include 
motivation, resilience and tenacity

21
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Emotionality of this return
An embodied move, which can engender feelings of 

‘displacement, anxiety and guilt’, alongside the more expected 

and anticipated emotions such as ‘hopeful anticipation, pleasure 

and self-esteem’  (Christie, Tett, Cree, Hounsell & McCune, 2008, 

p.569). 

“ I’m just really enjoying being opened up and being given these 

different perspectives …Now, when I’m being opened up to new 

insight and different perspectives, I’m just absolutely in awe or I’m 

just finding it really appreciative… I’m enjoying the ride.

(Nick, 39 year old father of four (ages 1, 12, 14, 16), B Education ) 

I sort of say the thing that’s motivated me is the fact that I feel like 

if I hadn’t done it, I would have died inside because I’d just got to 

that point where life just, to me, had no real meaning 

anymore. (Danielle, 32, Single – identified as being from low SES 

background, B Health)
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Powerful intergenerational influences
This return rippled throughout the family – these students were 

powerful ‘change agents’ within the household 

“….getting divorced, or separated. … I thought I deserved better than 

being a single mum, wanting more for myself and growing up in 

housing commission and seeing how some kids can go so, I thought if 
I set the path for my kids then fingers crossed, they’ll be able to go to 

uni and get a good job themselves.” (Elle, 33 year old single mother of 

three (aged 5, 9, 11) (B. Arts)

“I want something better for my children”. (Ally, 39 year old single 

mother of 2 (3, 9) (B. Psychology)

“I definitely think it’s [university] showing them [children] if you want 

something you’ve just got to do it; not everything is fun – you’ve just 

got to do the hard yards and get it done”. (Hannah, 33 year old mother 

of 5 (3, 5, 8, 12, 13) (B. Nursing) 
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The importance of family capital
• Previous research reflects on 

the family as being a deficit to 
the student or as Gofen (2007) 
explains portraying first-in-
family students ‘as 
succeeding despite their 
family background’ (author’s 
emphasis, n/p).

• Particularly for women, 
children provided both an 
impetus to return to higher 
education and also, an 
encouragement to continue.

• The duality of this - familial 
capital had also been enriched 
because of this attendance. 

24
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Experiential Capitals: Personal Motivations

Experiential Capitals located in apriori work and life 
experiences

… I’m not just doing it because my employer’s sent me to uni…I’m doing 
this for me’. (Elaine, 36, single mother with 5 children, B Commerce)

‘I always had my father in the back of my head going “You’re a silly girl, 
you’ll never get anywhere.”  And there’s that little child part that just 
wants to go “Nah nah, got there’. (Yvonne, 38, single mother of two (11, 
19) B Arts)

‘All I need is my foot in the door and I’ll drive a wedge through that until I 
get what I want because at the end of the day, if you’re not doing it for 
what you want, you’ll end up just falling by the wayside because other 
people’s dreams and goals will just be succeeding and overtaking yours. 
(Leon, 36, Partnered with 1 child (under 1), B Engineering)
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Experiential Capitals: Tenacity, 
Perseverance and Persistence 
‘Tenacity, stubbornness and thinking I’m not going to let this beat me… 
And I think when you get older too, you find ways around things where 

maybe as a younger person your “Oh my God, I’m stressed, stressed.”  As 
an older person I don’t care.  “I’ll just go and see the coordinator.  Don’t 
get excited.”  You live and you learn.’ (Adele, 62 year old single, two adult 

children (BNursing) 

I like to talk about the fact that I’m persistent. It’s probably a strength of
character that I did get from my working-class family is persistence is
probably one of the greatest gifts that we’re given in the ability to
succeed at anything that we undertake. (Brett, 33, single, B Business)

My perseverance. My perseverance – never to give up. It was something 
that everyone in our family has; it was something that we were taught 
when we were younger that if you really want something, nothing in life 
is ever going to be handed to you on a silver platter and that’s probably 

because of that working class ethic in our family, just to never give up –
where there’s a will, there’s a way. (Erin, 32 year old single parent of one 

child (7), B Arts)

26
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So What…? Capabilities and 
Capitals 

Combining the lens of the Capabilities Approach 
with understandings of capitals allows alternative 

understandings of how individuals’ flourishings are 
enabled through learning; offering a counter 

narrative to meritocratic measurements of the neo-
liberal university
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So what?
The cultural wealths that students arrive with at 

university should be both appreciated and nurtured.
BUT

This has to be accompanied by an understanding of 
the broader social and cultural contexts within which 
learners operate, which can limit their access to the 
necessary ‘process freedoms’ that enable success in 

this environment. 

Such depth of understanding is largely absent from 
Widening Participation agendas and access policies, 

which continue to assume an independent and 
individualised learner trading in a neo-liberal 

educational market. 
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So what?

Question the expectation that learners must 
move into an environment and use ‘effort and 
ability’ to succeed but also play ‘by rules that 
favor the wealthy in the first place.’ (Bowen, 

Chingos & McPherson, 2009, p288)

By recognising alternative capitals and 
capabilities provides for new ways of 

understanding and conceptualizing older 
learners 

29
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Questions
Contact: saraho@uow.edu.au
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